Protesters chanting names of people killed by police amid demonstration near The White House in Washington, DC: Witness Photo via Twitter.
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Protesters are back, now closer to the White House, and reading the names of victims of police killings:
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EVENT TIMELINE CAPTIONS

- Police bikes and cars head south on Wisconsin Avenue NW in Washington, DC: Local Source via Twitter.
- Protesters reportedly arguing over allowing Democratic Socialist of America speaker after protest groups merge at Freedom Plaza in Washington, DC: Margaret Barthel, Reporter Photo via Twitter.
- Two protest groups merge and gather at Freedom Plaza in Washington, DC: Margaret Barthel, Reporter Photo via Twitter.
• Protesters marching with banner at intersection of Pennsylvania Avenue NW and Constitution Avenue NW in Washington, DC: Local Source Photo via Twitter.
• Protesters seen listening to man speaking at John Marshall Park in Washington, DC: Witness Video via Snap.

EVENT TIMELINE DETAIL

Wisconsin Ave NW, Washington, DC, USA
07:15pm June 12, 2020 EDT

Police bikes and cars head south on Wisconsin Avenue NW in Washington, DC: Local Source via Twitter.

Large squadron of police bikes and cars headed south on Wisconsin Ave just now.

EYEWITNESS Cathedral Heights @CathedralHeight
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Freedom Plaza, Washington, DC, USA
07:00pm June 12, 2020 EDT

Protesters reportedly arguing over allowing Democratic Socialist of America speaker after protest groups merge at Freedom Plaza in Washington, DC: Margaret Barthel, Reporter Photo via Twitter.

A bit of a disagreement between the two groups as some protesters disagree with allowing a DSA leader to speak. “Let her speak, let her speak!” Underscores the decentralized nature of these protests. We’re now back on track.
Two protest groups merge and gather at Freedom Plaza in Washington, DC: Margaret Barthel, Reporter Photo via Twitter.

We've had a protest collision—a protest-losion?—on Pennsylvania Ave. Another group of protesters was heading the other direction. The two groups cheered and merged. Now they're gathering at Freedom Plaza.
Protesters marching with banner at intersection of Pennsylvania Avenue NW and Constitution Avenue NW in Washington, DC: Local Source Photo via Twitter.

The activists are now chanting “everybody’s got a right to live” as they march down Pennsylvania Avenue.
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